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Time of Game

Age 
<18

Other - If caution code #10 is selected, briefly explain what caution was for: 
Showing a lack of respect for the game.
Approaching a match official in a provocative manner during half time or at end of game.
Persisent unacceptable behaviour (including repeated warning offences).

Kickoff Time: Field/City:

Gesturing or acting in a provocative or inflammatory manner.
Excessively/persistently gesturing for a red or yellow card.

Away Team & Colour:
League/Competition: Division/Age Group:

All Cautions are dealt with through Discipline By Review.  Normally a hearing is not required.  
A double yellow leading to a red is reported as a Dismissal only and is NOT reported here.

Referee
Name

Reporting Official's Name:

4th Official

Assistant 1
Assistant 2

OS #

Ontario Soccer
Team Official Caution Report

Caution Codes-Add "A" to the code if infraction occurred during kicks from the penalty mark

 Caution Summary 

OS #

Clearly/persistently not respecting the confines of their team's technical area.

Dissent by word or action (ex. throwing/kicking objects, gestures that show lack of respect towards Match 
Deliberately entering the technical area of the opposing team. Confrontational or Non-confrontational
Delaying the restart of play by their team.

Date of Game:

Caution Code from 
chart above

Home Team & Colour:
Game Number:

Team Name Team Official Name

(dd-mm-yyyy)
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